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Preface
The book explains all the physical properties in more easy
and understandable manner.
It is aimed to dilute more complex concepts of Physical
Pharmacy, which is the backbone to design a dosage form.
All equations in the chapters are solved and simplified to
make it easy for undergraduate Pharmacy students and as well
works as a guide to faculty.
Thank you.
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States of Matter

1.1 Solid State
1.1.1 Inter Molecular Forces
1.1.1.1 Attractive Intermolecular Forces


Vander Waal’s Forces
1. Dipole: Dipole interaction, orientation effect or Keesom force.
Example: H+ Cl– H+ Cl–
2. Dipole: induced dipole interaction, induction effect or Debye
force.
Example: H+Cl– –+Ar+
When an argon atom comes close to HCl molecule the election
will shift to one side of the nucleus to produce a very small dipole
moment that acts for only a instant.
3. Induced dipole: Induced dipole interaction or dispersion effect
(OR) London force.
Weak electrostatic force by which non-polar molecules such as
hydrogen gas, CCl4, C6H6, attract one another.
+
He+He–
4. Ion-dipole forces: Solubility of ionic crystalline substances in
water the cation (K+) is attracting relatively (O) anion atom of
water and, the anion (I–); cation (H+) of water.
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Ion
+ –

(K I )

–

Dipole
(water)

The substance solubility is mainly by orientation energy or dipole
interaction.
5. Ion-Induced dipole forces:
K + I –  I 2+
I2 + K+I–  K+ I3–
Solubility of iodine in potassium iodide.
6. Hydrogen Bonding: Interaction between a hydrogen atom and a
strongly electronegative atom such as fluorine, oxygen or nitrogen
because of
 small size
 large electrostatic field.
So the hydrogen atom moves close to electron atom and forms an
electrostatic type of union known as a hydrogen bond or hydrogen
bridge.
It accounts for many unusual properties of water:
 High di-electric constant
 Low vapour pressure
 High boiling water
Hydrogen
Bonding
2.8 KCal/Mole

<

Covalent Bonding
50 to 100
KCal/Mole

<

Ionic Bonding
more than 100
KCal/Mole

1.2 Gaseous State
1.2.1 Ideal gas equation

PV = nRT
1.2.1.1 Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases
The equation presented in the previous section have been
formulated from experimental consideration where the condition are
close to ideality.
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The theory that was developed to explain the behaviour of gases
and to lend additional support to the validity of the gas laws is called the
Kinetic Molecular Theory of Gases.
1. A gas is composed of molecules that are separated from each
other by distances far greater than their own dimensions. The
molecules can be considered to be points; that is, they possess
mass but have negligible volume.
2. Gas molecules are in constant motion in random directions.
Collisions among molecules are perfectly elastic.
3. Gas molecules exert neither attractive nor repulsive forces on one
another.
4. The average kinetic energy of the molecules is proportional to the
temperature of the gas in kelvins. Any two gases at the same
temperature will have the same average kinetic energy.
From the kinetic model for gases
2
1
PV = mN
3
For 1 mole of the gas
2
2
1
1
PVm = mN A  = m
3
3
For ideal gas PVm = RT
2
1

m = RT
3
2
2 1
– m = RT
3 2
2
1
3
m =
RT
2
2
2
1
But m = Average kinetic energy per mol of the gas [Ek]
2
3
Hence Ek = RT
2
Vander Waal’s (1873) attributed the deviation of real gases from
ideal behaviour to two erroneous postulates of Kinetic theory.
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(a) The molecules in a gas are point masses and possesses no
volume.
(b) There are no intermolecular attraction in a gas.
(c) The kinetic theory applies for only gases having
 Low pressures
 High temperatures
1.2.1.2 Pressure Correction

At the wall, it is effected by one side
only, it experiences inward pull.

Molecular attraction are balanced.

Fig. 1.1: Pressure in Different Environment

PReal = PIdeal – p
PIdeal = PReal + p
P is determined by the force of
attraction between molecules ‘A’
striking the wall of the container and
the molecules B pulling them inward.

Velocity Reduced
B
B

A

The net force of attraction is
therefore
proportional
to
the
concentration of ‘A’ type molecules
and also of ‘B’ type molecules that is

B

Fig. 1.2: Effect on Velocity

P  CA × CB
P

P

P=

n
n

V
V

n2
V2
an 2
V2

‘a’ Internal pressure
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1.2.1.3 Volume Correction
Volume ‘V’ of an Ideal gas is the same as the volume of the
container.

V–b

Ideal volume = V

volume = (v – b)
Fig. 1.3: Real Gas

Volume for real gases is (V – b)
For n moles of the gas, the corrected volume is (V – nb)
an 

P 
 V  nb)  nRT  Vander waal’s equation
V 


1.3 Liquid State
Liquefication of gases:
Two approaches
1. Cooling of gases at low temperatures
2. Pressure is increased
When gas is cooled. It loses some of its kinetic energy, loses heat
or temperature and the velocity of the molecules decreases.
If pressure is applied to the gas, the molecules are brought within
the sphere of the Vander waal’s interactions forces and pass into the
liquid state.
So liquids are denser than gases and occupy a definite volume.
The transitions from gas to liquid then to solid not only depends on
temperature but also on the pressure to which the substance is subjected.
If the temperature is elevated sufficiently, a value is reached above
which. It is impossible to liquefy a gas, irrespective of the pressure
applied.
Here, Whatever pressure is applied, the gas will not become a
liquid.

6
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This temperature above which, the liquid no longer exist, is known
as critical temperature (TC).
The pressure required to liquefy a gas at its critical temperature is
the critical pressure.
This is also highest vapour pressure that the liquid can have.
As the gas in cooled below Tc, i.e., as the temperature is decreased
from the critical temperature. It requires less pressures to liquefy them.
Tc of water – 374ºC
PC  218 atm
The critical temperature serves as a rough measure of the attractive
forces between molecules, above which no attractive forces exists and
the molecules are not in the control of force, no matter what amount of
pressure is applied.
Above this temperature the molecules possess sufficient kinetic
energy so that no amount of pressure can bring them within the range of
attractive forces that cause the particles to “stick” together.
The higher critical value for water result because of the strong
dipolar forces between the molecules and particularly the hydrogen
bonding that exists.

1.3.1 Methods of achieving liquefaction
1. The gas is to be subjected to the intense cold by the use of
freezing mixtures.
2. Cooling effect produced in a gas as it expands.

Gas

Expand Gas

Fig. 1.4: Cooling Effect on Gas

Suppose we allow an ideal gas to expand so rapidly that no heat
enters the system such an expansion is termed as adiabatic expansion.
(Ideal gas).

States of Matter
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This process occurs in dewar or vacuum flask which effectively
insulates (protects) the contents of the flask from the external
environment.
In adiabatic expansion the gas does external work, the work that
has to be done to bring the expansion in the gas, therefore comes from
the gas, as the gas loses energy by doing work. Its heat and temperature
decreases this gives cooling effect to gas.
If this procedure in repeated a sufficient number of times, the total
drop in temperature may be sufficient to cause liquefaction of the gas.
3. Method - Joule-Thompson effect
A cooling effect is also observed when a highly compressed nonideal gas expands into a region of low pressure.
Here, the drop in temperature results from the energy expanded in
overcoming the cohesive forces of attractions between the molecules.
This cooling effect is known as the Joule-Thomson Effect.
This cooling is different from adiabatic expansion.
To bring about liquification by J-T Effect. It may be necessary to
precool the gas before allowing it to expand liquid oxygen and liquid air
are obtained by methods based on this effect.


Aerosols

By increasing pressure gases can be liquefied by increasing
pressure, provided are work below the TC (critical temperature).
When the pressure is reduced the molecules expand and the liquid
reverts to a principle involved in the preparation of pharmaceutical
aerosols.
Increasing Pressure

Gas

Decreasing Pressure

Liquid

In aerosols the propellant is in the form of liquid. The drug is
dissolved or suspended in the propellant, a material that is liquid under
the pressure conditions, existing inside the container but that forms a gas
under normal atmospheric conditions.
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The propellant used in these products is frequently a mixture of
fluorinated hydrocarbon by mixing the propellants, the required pressure
can be maintained in the container.
In every aerosol container half of that contents are in gaseous state
exerting the required pressure to expel the contents, and the other half is
in the form of solution or a suspension in which the drug is present.
Ethyl chloride cools sufficiently on expansion so that when sprayed
on skin. It freezes the tissues and produces local anesthesia used in
minor surgical operations.

1.3.2 Vapour Pressure of Liquids
Translational energy of motion (Kinetic Energy) is not distributed
even among molecules ‘some molecules have more energy and higher
velocities than other at any moment.
When a liquid is placed in a evacuated container at a constant
temperature, the molecules with the highest energies breakaway, from
the surface and pass into the gaseous state and some of the molecules
subsequently returns to the liquid state or condense.
Rate of Condensation = rate of evaporation
The pressure of the saturated vapour, above the liquid is known as
equilibrium vapour pressure
Vapour Pressure increases with increase in temperature.


Boiling Point

If a liquid is placed in an open container and heated until the vapour
pressure equals the atmospheric pressure. The vapour forms bubbles that
rise rapidly through the liquid and escape into the gaseous state.
The temperature at which the vapour pressure of the liquid equals
the external or atmospheric pressure is known as the boiling point.
All the absorbed heat is used to change the liquid vapour and the
temperature does not raise until the liquid is completely vaporized.
At sea level, 760 mm of Hg or 1 atm – 100ºC boiling point of water.
As the atmospheric pressure is decreased the boiling point is lowered.
176 mm of Hg – 20ºC

States of Matter
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The heat that is absorbed when water vaporises at the normal
boiling point.
The quantities of heat is known as latent heat of vapourisation.
Boiling point means temperature at which thermal agitation
dominates attractive forces between the molecules of the liquid.
Boiling point is indication of the magnitude of attractive forces.
Boiling point of different molecules and compound:
1. Boiling point of normal hydrocarbons, simple alcohols, carboxylic
acids increase with molecular weights, since the attractive Vander
waal’s forces, become greater with number of atom.
2. Branching of chain molecules decreases boiling point because
they produce a less compact molecule with reduced inter
molecular attraction and decrease in the boiling point results.
3. Non polar molecules – Lower boiling point
4. Polar molecules – Higher boiling point
5. Alcohols - higher boiling point due to the presence of the
hydrogen bonding in alcohols, than saturated hydrocarbons of
same molecular weight.
6. Carboxylic acids forms dimers, three hydrogen bonding remain as
dimers even in vapour state.
7. Boiling point increase with 18ºC for every additional mythylene
group.

1.3.3 Liquid Crystalline State
The fourth state of matter is liquid crystalline state or mesophase.
1.3.3.1 Structure of liquid crystals
Smectic (soap or grease-like)

Mobile in two direction, rotate in
one axis

Nematic (thread like)

Mobile in three direction, rotate
in one axis

Fig. 1.5: Structure of Liquid Crystal
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In general, molecules that form mesophases are
1.
2.
3.
4.

Organic
Elongated and rectilinear in shape
Rigid
Possess strong dipoles and easily polarizable groups.
The liquid crystalline state will occur either from the heating of
solids (thermotropic liquid crystals) or from the action of certain
solvents on solids (cyotopic liquid crystals).
1.3.3.2 Properties
1. Liquid crystals are mobile.
2. They are birefringence, the light passing through a material is
divided into two components with different velocities and hence
different refractive indices.
3. Some show consistent colour changes with temperature and this
characteristic has resulted in their being used to detect areas of
elevated temperature under the skin that may due to the disease
process.
4. Nematic liquid crystals are sensitive to electric fields a property
used to advantage in developing display systems.
5. In nature the lipoidal forms found in nerves, brain tissue, and
blood vessels.
Atherosclerosis — laying down of lipid in the liquid crystalline
state on the walls of blood vessels.
The three components of bile
 Cholesterol
Smectic mesophase  Formation of
Sodium
 Bile and salt
oleate
gall stones
 Water
1.3.3.3 Polymorphism
Polymorphism is the ability of a compound to crystallise as more
than one distinct crystallise species with different internal lattices.
Polymorphism is exhibited by 63% of barbiturate, 76% of steroids and
40% of sulphonamides.

States of Matter
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A few examples are:
Chloramphonicol palmitate - A Form, B Form, C Form etc.
Phenababitone - Form I, Form II, Form III etc.
Crystalline forms of spironolactone (diuretic,
androsterone agonist) exhibit different shapes and properties.

steroidal

Polymorph = spiromolactone
Form-I — needle type - 205ºC m.p.
Form-II — prism type - 210ºC m.p.
If an element crystallises as more than one distinct crystalline
species, this phenomenon is called allotropy.
For example, carbon exits as cubic, diamond or hexagonal graphite.
Sulphur exists in two forms, rhombic sulphur and monoclinic sulphur.
Since polymorphs differ in their melting points, the highest melting
point species is generally the stable form. By convention, polymorphs
are designated by Roman numerical in their order of stability at room
temperature.
Form I usually has the highest melting point the other forms are
further categorised as unstable (which readily convert into stable form)
and metastable (which slowly converts into stable form).
As different polymorphs arise through different arrangements of
the molecules or ions in the lattice, they will have different interaction
energies in the solid state.
Under a given set of condition, the polymorph with the lowest free
energy will be the most stable and other polymorphs will tend to
transform into it.
Polymorphs are structurally not different, but exhibit differences in
their physicochemical and biological properties. Some of them are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Melting point
Solubility
Dissolution
Bioabsorption
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Therefore, the performance of different drugs deepens on habit and
crystalline modifications of the active drugs.
Polymorphs are prepared by manipulation of conditions of
crystallisation such as solvent, temperature and rate of cooling.
The metastable polymorphs are important in the formulation, but
these, slowly convert into a stable form during storage of the product.
Such polymorphic transition can also occur during milling, granulation,
drying and compression operations.
Such transformation can result in undesirable product performance.
Such transformation can be presented by adding additives such as
hydrocolloids (Example: Methyl cellulose) and surface active agents,
which appear to poison the crystal lattice.
Examples:
1. Sulfameter (antibacterial), II more active but III is marketed due
to suspension technology.
2. Cartison acetate has been found to exist in at least five different
forms, four of which are found to be unstable in the presence of
water and which change to stable form. But this change occurs
with the baking of crystals.
3. Two polymorphs of spirous (antipsychotic) schizophenia-I and II.
The difference is in the positioning of the atoms in the side chains.
I - non-dimerised
II - dimers
Difference in intermolecular Vander waal’s forces, hydrogen
bonds.
4. Tamoxifen citrate - anti-neoplastic.
CH2 (CO 2H)

(CH 3)2N – CH2 – CH 2 – O
C=C

 HO – C – CO2H
C2 H5

CH2 CO2H

Molecular conformation in the solid state by hydrogen bond one
carbonyl group of the citric acid donates. Its protons to the
nitrogen atom on an adjacent to manifest molecule to bring about
the hydrogen bond and stabilise molecular crystals.
A ethanotic suspension of form A to form B.

States of Matter
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1.3.3.4 Pseudopolymorphos
1. Solvates: Some form of drugs exists in crystals with the solvent
molecules called solvates.
Example: Estrogen ethynylestradiol
I form
II form
Recessible  enantiotropic
Irreversible  monotropic
Transition temperatures in polymorphism is important because it
helps to characterise the system and determine the more stable
form at low temperature.
At the transition temperature, polymorphs have the same free
energy, identical solubilities in a particular solvents, and identical
vapour pressures.
2. Amorphous solids: Super cooled liquids.
No definite melting point.
Crystals: Anisotropic - different characteristic in different
directions.
Amorphous solids - Isotropic - Same propertiesd in all directions.
Characteristics such as  electric conductance  refractive index
 rate of solubility
Beeswar and paraffin appear amorphous but crystalline
Petroleum - Both amorphous constituents.
1.3.3.5 Phase Rule
Phase rule is a device for relating the effect of the least number of
independent variables upon the various phases that can exist in
equilibrium system containing a given number of components.
It is known as Gibbs phase rule. Phase rule may be stated
mathematically as:
F=C–P+2
F = number of degrees of freedom
C = number of components
P = number of phases

14
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Phase is defined as a homogeneous physically distinct portion of a
system that in separated from other positrons of the system by bounding
surfaces.
1. Component
The number of components is the smallest number of constituents
by which the composition of each phase in the system can be expressed
in the form of a chemical formula or an equations, at equilibrium.
System

Components

Equation

Ice-water

H2O

Ice-vapour

H2O

Mix of
oxygen and
nitrogen

O2 and N2

xN2 + yO2

2

Sodium
chloride
solution

NaCl + H2O

xNaCl + yH2O

2

Decomposition
of CaCO3

CaCO3

liq
ice

Number of
components
(C)

ice

1

vapour

1

CaCO3

CaO + CO2

Solid

(liq.) (gas)

2

CaO = CaCO3 – CO2
(liq.)

(solid)

(gas)

CO2 = CaCO3 - CaO
(gas) (solid) (liq.)
Disassociati
on of
Ammonium
chloride

NH4Cl – NH4Cl  NH3 + HCl
(NH 3 + HCl) (solid)

(gas)

(gas)

1

States of Matter
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(a) One Component Systems
F=1–1+2
F=2

A

B
Melting curve or
fusion curve

F=1–2+2
F=1

Liquid
state

Vaporisation
curve

Solid state
Vapour state
F=1–3+2=0
Sublimation

0.0098ºC
Temperature

Fig. 1.6: Phase Diagram: One Component System

(b) Two Component Systems
Systems in which vapour phase is ignored, solid and liquid phases
are considered are termed as condensed systems.
The systems work under the normal conditions of 1 atmospheric
pressures, we reduce no. of +1 by one.
F=C–P+1
Water (A)

CST
66.8ºC

Phenol (B)

F = 2 –1 + 1
F=2
One-liquid phase

Tie line

Conjugate phases
a

50ºC

b

d

e

f

c

On the line
11%
g
0

20

F = 2 –1 + 1
F=1
Two-liquid
phase
40
60
Composition (% phenol)

100

Fig. 1.7: Phase Diagram: Two Component System
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Other two component systems
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Water aniline
Carbon disulfide - Methyl alcohol
Isopentane - phenol
Methyl alcohol - cyclohexane
Isabutyl alcohol - water

(c) Triangular Diagram
100% B

90
H

80
D
70

Increasing C

Increasing B
60

0% C

0% A
E

50

10
20

20

40
30

40

C
10

30
30

40

50
60

50
20

60

70
10%

80
90

20
70
80
90

I

100% A

0% B

G
100% A

Increasing A

Fig. 1.8: Triangular Diagram

For example, point x,
1. The line AC opposite apex B, represents systems containing A
and C. B is absent, i.e., B = 0).
2. The horizontal lines running across the triangle parallel to AC,
denote increasing percentages of B from B = O.

States of Matter
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3. The line parallel to AC that cuts point x, is equivalent to 15% B
and 55% of A and C together. Thus, we can say along the line AB,
C = O.
As we proceed from the line AB towards C, across the diagram,
the concentration of C increases until the apex C = 100%.
The point 'x' lies parallel to AB, that is equivalent to 30% of C
15 - B
53 - A
30 - C
100%
4. If a line is drawn through any apex to a point on the opposite side.
(e.g., line DC)
Then all systems represented by points on such a line have a
constant ratio of two components in this cause A and B.
Furthermore, the continual addition of C to a mixture of A and B
will produce systems (i.e., progressively closer to apex C (100%
of component C).
5. Any line drawn parallel to one side of the triangle for example,
line HI, represents ternary systems in which the proportion of one
component is constant.
In this all systems prepared along HI will contain 20% of C and
varying concentration of A and B.
6. Alone the line DC.
A and B is constant and C composition changes
A

B

C

Ratio of A to B

Point E =

16

50

33

3:1

Point F =

4

12

83

3:1

Point G =

0.49

1.47

98.04

3:1
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B Alcohol

One
liquid
phase

A
Water

C
Benzene

Fig. 1.9: Triangular Diagram: Three Component System

Phase equilibrium in three-component system. In system containg
three components but only one phase, F = 3 – 2 + 2 = 4. For noncondensed system.
t1
t2
t3

Fig. 1.10: Triangular Diagram

The four degrees of freedom are temperature, pressure and the
concentrations of two of the three components. Only two concentration
terms are required because the sum of these subtracted from the total
will give the concentration of the third component.
If the temperature is kept constant we can consider the system as
condensed system. For example, several areas of pharmaceutical
processing such as – crystallization, salt form solution, chromatographic
analyses rely on the use of ternary systems for optimisation.



